Human action recognition with color and depth sensors has received increasing attention in image processing and computer vision. This paper target is to develop a novel deep model for recognizing human action from the fusion of RGB-D videos based on a Convolutional Neural Network. This work is proposed a novel 3D Convolutional Neural Network architecture that implicitly captures motion information between adjacent frames, which are represented in two main steps: As a First, the optical flow is used to extract motion information from spatio-temporal domains of the different RGB-D video actions. This information is used to compute the features vector values from deep 3D CNN model. Secondly, train and evaluate a 3D CNN from three channels of the input video sequences (i.e. RGB, depth and combining information from both channels (RGB-D)) to obtain a feature representation for a 3D CNN model. For evaluating the accuracy results, a Convolutional Neural Network based on different data channels are trained and additionally the possibilities of feature extraction from 3D Convolutional Neural Network and the features are examined by support vector machine to improve and recognize human actions. From this methods, we demonstrate that the test results from RGB-D channels better than the results from each channel trained separately by baseline Convolutional Neural Network and outperform the state of the art on the same public datasets.
INTRODUCTION
The human action recognition from videos is challenging field in real-world actions and has advanced rapidly over the last few years. Due to the large intra-class variations, high dimension of video data, varying motion speed, partial occlusion and clutter background, precise action recognition is still a big challenging task. And the efficient solutions to this challenging and difficult problem can facilitate several useful applications such as visual surveillance, human-robot cooperation, and medical monitoring systems [JBCS13] . A recent Permission to make digital or hard copies of all or part of this work for personal or classroom use is granted without fee provided that copies are not made or distributed for profit or commercial advantage and that copies bear this notice and the full citation on the first page. To copy otherwise, or republish, to post on servers or to redistribute to lists, requires prior specific permission and/or a fee. development of range sensors had an incontrovertible influence on research and applications of machine and computer vision field. Sensor devices provide depth information of the scene view and objects, that helps in solving problems which are looked hard for RGB images or videos [HSXS13] .
Classical action recognition tasks mainly depend on hand-crafted features which can be divided into local and global approaches. Local feature extraction methods which consist of two steps: detection and description, such as the spatio-temporal interest point detection (STIP) [Lap05] , improved dense trajectories (IDT) [WS13] and histogram of optical flow (HOF) [LSR08] are widely used as a local feature for human action recognition task. Local feature extraction approaches are much more efficient and robust in real scenes applications. While the global feature extraction approaches represent the video sequence as a whole which is capturing the general appearance and motion information from each frame in video sequences. In spite of the global approaches are very sensitive to occlusion, cluttering and shift but it is still using and commonly existing for human action recognition tasks [SLY16] . Regrettably, the hand-crafted features-based encoding methods such as fisher vector [PD07] and bag-of-words (BoW) [VVV16, CDF + 04], which are represented as universal visual that does not consider much about temporal information for video-based action recognition [YCXL17] .
In recent years the use of neural networks and deep learning algorithms has shown significant progress in several fundamental problems in computer vision, including action and activity recognition and also the Convolutional Neural Network (CNN) is utilized to solve different image processing tasks such as object and action recognition, and also the classification done from not only static images but also from dynamic sequence of images. And besides that, the recent development of depth camera sensors that enabled us to capture effective 3D structures of the scenes and objects [HSXS13] . This helps the vision to move from 2D towards the 3D vision, like 3D scene understanding, 3D object recognition, and 3D action recognition.
The focus of this work is improving the human action recognition from RGB and depth information by using the big public datasets. The contribution of this paper is represented in two folds: First) we used a 3D Convolutional Neural Network (3D CNN) model for recognizing action based on optical flow information. The CNN is used for learning high-level descriptors from lowlevel motion features (optical flow) by using different input video channels, such as RGB and depth information which are represented by OF-RGB-CNN and OFDepth-CNN models; Second) we are examined the possibilities of feature extraction from 3D CNN and classified by multi-class support vector machine (SVM). This approach is improved that the combination of these two previous models with SVM which outperform the results of each model separately.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2 explores the previous work related to this area. Section 3 introduces the proposed approach of the system model. Section Section 4 provides our experimental and results, and section Section 5 concludes the paper.
LITERATURE REVIEW
Human action recognition is one of the most interesting topics of computer vision, and it has many use cases within the academy, surveillance, robotics, games, and entertainment multimedia; because of this, the quantity and variety of works is impressive and impossible to cover in a single work. This section is focused on reviewing the works which consider being relevant to this particular problem and to our approach. There are different works which applied deep neural networks to multi-modal learning. Yosinski et. al. [YCBL14] explained a method of how the transferability of features from each layer of a neural network, and exposes their generality or specificity. Further, they evaluated and examined while a layer is general or specific to the training data, and how got good features from these layers transfer to be better than other tasks. For this purpose, several CNN is trained and the weights from different layers are transferred to other networks. Then these networks are trained again, respectively fine-tuned, using different transfer learning strategies such as freezing the weights of certain layers. Simonyan and Zisserman [SZ14] proposed a two-stream CNN architecture using multiple optical flow images computed from RGB video frames for action recognition. A temporal CNN is trained on optical flow volumes, and storing the horizontal and vertical displacement vectors from consecutive action frames, which is finally combined with a spatial CNN trained on RGB frames, to include individual scene and object features. Razavian et. al. [RASC14] improved the possibilities of feature extraction from CNN using the OverFeat network. They extracted feature vectors, respectively the network activations from a fully connected layer, and finally, they have used a support vector machine for the classification task. In addition, they selected datasets and tasks which were different from the OverFeat networks original task, e.g. classification of birds and flowers or image instance retrieval for buildings. Despite these differences, their method has achieved superior performance compared to state of the art methods and proven that pre-trained deep CNN is suitable for generic feature extraction. Athiwaratkun and Kang [Ath15] also improved the possibilities of utilizing features extracted from a pre-trained network and by depending on these features values, they evaluate the quality and performance of these vectors gained form different network layers. These feature vectors are used to train SVM [AEV17] and Random Forest classifiers which even outperform their baseline CNN.
In recent year because of the development of depth sensor, there are different works by using RGB and depth data as input to the CNN. Xinhang et. al. [SHJ17] improved the scene recognition by transmitting pretrained RGB-CNN models and fine-tuning from RGB to the target of the RGB-D dataset. For RGB-D scene recognition, they combined RGB and depth features by projecting them in a common space and further leaning a multilayer classifier, which is jointly optimized in an end-to-end network. In the other research, A 3-CNN channels are based on rotated 3D points generated from depth maps which are introduced by Wang et. al. [PW14] , and they are used the weighted hierarchical depth motion maps to store temporal motion information from different views: top, side and front views, for generating synthesized data, respectively rotation and temporal scaling. The three views are formed to be an input to distinct CNN. Another groups [Wan14] have demonstrated the model of 3D activity recognition from RGB-D data with reconfigurable Convolutional Neural Networks which is handled realistic challenges in 3D data, and it is enabled to perform recognition from it acts directly on the raw inputs (grayscale-depth data) to conduct recognition rather than relying on hand-crafted features. Our deep structured 3D model can be viewed as an extension of these existing approaches, in which make the network could be reconfigurable during learning and inference.
PROPOSED APPROACH
The proposed methodology comprises of the major states as shown in Figure 1 . The 3D convolution operation is applied to extract spatio and temporal features from video data for action recognition. These 3D feature extractors operate in both the spatio-temporal domains, thus capturing motion information from video streams as illustrated at the next steps:
• The first CNN model has utilized an optical flow representation from RGB videos based on multiframe dense optical flow (OF-RGB-CNN). This optical flow is computed to hold temporal motion information from temporal domains that fed directly to the CNN (RGB-CNN) to compute the feature vector values which are trained and evaluate directly inside CNN and also these feature vectors are testing with multi-class SVM.
• The second CNN model has used the depth data from corresponding actions of the same RGB video. In contrast to the OF-RGB-CNN approach, the depth-CNN is trained and evaluated in a similar manner.
• Finally, this 3D CNN architecture generates multiple channels of information from adjacent video frames of OF-RGB and OF-depth dimensions and performs sub-sampling and convolution separately in each channel. The final feature representation is obtained by combining information from all channels of both CNN models (OF-RGB-Depth). To explore the possibilities of feature extraction and evaluation with another classifier. The multi-class support vector machine (SVM) classifier is used for this testing evaluation. For this purpose, each CNN serves as a fixed feature extractor. The evaluation of this classification method is then done separately for each CNN model and when combined these two previous models with SVM classifier.
The general structure steps of our human action recognition system are explained at the next subsections in details.
Preprocessing

RGB Video Preprocessing
The original RGB datasets come in sets of "avi" videos format and have a resolution of 1920 x 1080 pixels. As a first, the video is converted to a sequence of frames and each frame is cut to quadratic size since the subjects appear mostly around the image center. Then each frame is resized to 360 x 360 pixels and for lower computation complexity each frame is converted to a grayscale image.
Depth Video Preprocessing
The original masked depth datasets are coming as the sets of individual frames in "png" format and have the resolution of 512 x 424 pixels. The individual image values are given in millimeters. The masked depth data is already preprocessed and extract foreground data from it. However, the masked depth data still involves challenges. Strong noise can be found in the ground area in all samples and can not easily be removed because of occlusion with feet and legs. This noise could be caused by lighting conditions or camera parameters. Each sample comes in a folder associated with sample number, action ID, camera setup and so on. To keep track of the sample order a shell script is used to sort the samples by their action ID. The frames are first cut to resolution 400 x 400 to further reduce unnecessary image space, also the quadratic shape can be beneficial for the matrix. The image values are then converted from millimeters to the range [0,255], additionally, histogram spreading is applied for better visualization. To reduce memory consumption and training time the images are finally resized to 64 x 64 pixels. The example of this process is shown in Figure 2 .
Feature Extraction
Dense Optical Flow
Optical flow displacement data is generated to capture temporal motion information as in [SZ14, RF16] from RGB and depth data to trained a CNN. Each video sequence is divided into the pairs of consecutive grayscale frames. Then the dense optical flow is computed between each pair of consecutive frames t and (t + 1). For the optical flow computation, the Farneb"ack optical flow [Far03] method is applied. The output is two channels image storing the horizontal dx and vertical dy displacement of each pixel location (u, v). Maximum and Minimum values over all frames are used for image normalization. Figure 3 shows a sample optical flow volume and corresponding RGB frames. In this work, the two channel images are further resized to 64x64 pixels and then split into a vertical and a horizontal component. Then, these components are stored in a sequence of image vectors and finally used as input to the CNN. 
Convolutional Neural Networks
The Convolutional Neural Networks (CNN) are representing a hierarchical architecture that can be trained to perform various detection, classification and recognition tasks. A standard CNN consists of two essential components: a feature extractor and a classifier. The feature extractor is used to filter input images into feature maps which are represented a set of features from the images. These features are represented a lowdimensional vector and include corners, lines, edges, etc., which are relatively invariant to position shifting or distortions [CS17] . Then the output from the feature extractor is fed into the classifier, which is usually based on traditional artificial neural networks. In this work, the 3D CNN task involves not only tracking the temporal movement information but also extraction of spatial features. Feature Extraction from 3D CNN describes the process of utilizing the network weights and architecture to fit a new problem. For this purpose, data similarity and data size has to be taken into account. This CNN system can be trained directly for the task of motion prediction in terms of optical flow for the task of human action recognition. The OF-CNN model which represented in Figure 4 , that consists of 4 convolution layers each followed by a max-pooling layer and relu activation. Two fully-connected layers and softmax activation generated the prediction output. In this task, the input takes the optical flow vectors of a single optical flow image volume and treats the individual frames as image channels, and the size of convolution filters is adjusted from 5 to 3. This CNN system can be trained in two different fold, either evaluated directly OF-CNN or by depending on the feature extracted from OF-CNN which are evaluated by using multi-class SVM classifier.
EXPERIMENT AND RESULTS
To improve our method and because of CNN require large datasets for training and testing purposes, the Nanyang Technological University's Red Blue Green and Depth information (NTU RGB+D) datasets [SLNW16] is used in order to provide reliable results and the accuracy of the system. The NTU RGB+D is one of the largest scale benchmark dataset for 3D action recognition. It provided 56880 RGB+D video samples of 60 distinct actions. The 60 action classes in NTU RGB+D dataset are presented as: "drinking, eating, brushing teeth, brushing hair, dropping, picking up, throwing, sitting down, standing up, clapping, reading, writing, tearing up paper, wearing jacket, taking off jacket, wearing a shoe, taking off a shoe, wearing on glasses, taking off glasses, putting on Figure 5 which is showed different action from RGB channel. In this work, only RGB data (136 GB) and masked depth maps (83 GB) are considered. Two different train-test splits for the NTU dataset are proposed. A cross subject split divides the dataset into two groups each containing 20 distinct subjects with 40,320 training and 16,560 test samples, respectively 71% and 29%. The cross view split utilizes the different camera views for each action. The training set contains 37,920 samples (66,6%) with front and side views of the action and the test set holds 18,960 samples (33,3%) with a 45-degree view. Due to time constraints the OF-RGB-depth-CNN, the cross subject split is used in our experimentation results. Our case study of this system is illustrated in the next three steps:
• Optical flow is computed from RGB video data, by reducing a single video sequence to 10 optical flow images (OF-volume), this resulting in 20 channel as an input from each video sequence from vertical and horizontal components (d x , d y ), the image width and height is reduced to 64 pixels. These optical flow volumes are expected to hold temporal motion information suitable for the action recognition task, and they are fed to CNN model for feature extraction and training.
• Optical flow is computed by using depth data from corresponding actions of the same RGB dataset is trained for comparison. In contrast to the OF-RGB-CNN approach, a depth data volume utilizes 10 frames with equal distance which are extracted from the full sequence of depth images. Further, the OF-depth-CNN is trained and evaluated in a similar manner of previous RGB-CNN.
• Both CNN models (OF-RGB-Depth-CNN) are used to explore the possibilities of feature extraction in combination with support vector machine classification. For this purpose, each CNN serves as a fixed feature extractor. The comparison results are presented in Table 1 , which is compared the previous case study results based on three different models from different input channels 
CONCLUSION
This paper has presented a deep 3D convolutional neural network based model for classifying and recognizing human actions based on RGB-D data. These models extract features from both spatio and temporal dimensions by performing 3D CNN. The experimental results on NTU RGB+D datasets demonstrate that fusion of different modalities can give better performance than using each modality individually, which mean that the incorporation of RGB and depth modalities to compute 3D CNN feature vectors and supervised learning for the evaluation that yields better prediction accuracy compared to the original CNN. In this work, a support vector machine classifier is used and the accuracy results values outperform the results from baseline CNN in the individual modalities. Training a 3D CNN which provides reliable results and requires not only large datasets but also time, hardware and knowledge. Especially the impact of dataset size is crucial to CNN applications. For Future, We will explore the unsupervised training of 3D CNN models.
